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 Northeast African Studies, 4, 1 (1982): 65-67

 REVIEW OF

 Peter Koehn and Sidney R. Waldron-Maxwell , Afooha : A Link between Community
 and Administration in Harar 3 Ethiopia. Syracuse, New York: School of
 Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University. Pp. 120, 6 maps.

 Mohamed Hassen

 School of Oriental and African Studies
 University of London

 Harar, the present provincial capital of Hararghe administrative region,
 used to be a unique center in North East Africa. Before the Addis Abeba-
 Djibouti railway road by-passed the city and made the old caravan route
 obsolete at the beginning of this century (thus undermining the mercantile
 economy of the city), Harar was a major commercial entrepot whose fame
 spread far and wide and led to prosperity for its citizens. Located 175
 miles southwest of the port of Zeila and 219 miles from the port of Berbera,
 Harar was the center at which a number of major and minor caravan routes met.
 Along the caravan routes that linked ports of the northern Somali coast
 with Southern Ethiopia there were a number of commercial centers (settlements).
 Today there are no less than twenty-one ruined commercial settlements between
 Zeila and Harar. Some still dot the Ogaden region, while others are found in
 the region between Harar and Bale.

 Originally, Harar may have been one of these commercial centers, probably
 the most important. Only Harar survived the trials of the centuries and pro-
 duced a special material culture because of its strategic position. Histor-
 ical accounts of the foundation of the city vary from those that claim its
 foundation in the 7th Century to those that claim that the city was built in
 the late 14th Century by Sultan Saad-Din. As there is a lack of authentic
 information, it is impossible to establish the exact century in which it was
 built. But it can be said with certainty that Harar came to prominence in
 Arabic literature, with a new wave of Islamic revival that brought a large
 number of missionaries in the 13th Century.

 Around 1331 Harar is mentioned by name, when it is reported in the
 Chronicle of Amda-Siyon as participating in the Muslim war against the
 Christians. In 1520 Harar became the capital of the Adal Kingdom when Sultan
 Abu Bakr transferred his seat from Dakar to Harar. Between 1529 and 1543

 Harar was the capital of the mighty Muslim Empire created by Immam Ahmed.
 Thus Harar was not founded in 1552, as claimed by the authors of Afooha: A
 Link between Community and Administration in Harar (p. 1). What happened
 in 1552 was that Amir Nur, the nephew of Imman Ahmed, came to power in this
 year and started preparations for the second Jihad, which eventually ended
 disastrously for the city. Nor was the dynasty that ruled the emirate in
 the 19th Century founded as yet in 1552. The new dynasty was founded only
 in 1647. Up to 1875, when the Egyptians occupied the city for ten years,
 Harar existed as an independent city. Harar was finally occupied by Menel i k
 in January 1887.

 Historically the energetic merchants of Harar played the role of middle-
 men who supplied the luxury products of Southern Ethiopia, such as gold,
 ivory, coffee, civet musk, ostrich feathers, slaves, hides and skins and oil
 seeds, to foreign merchants who visited Zeila and Berbera in exchange for all
 kinds of foreign goods. As a major commercial center, Harar was also the
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 center of Islamic learning and civilization. Moreover, as the headquarters
 from which Islam spread to the surrounding people, Harar became the holy
 spiritual place for all the Muslims in the region. The citizens of Harar,
 who are referred to as Harari s in both Arabic and European literature, are
 called Adare by their neighbors, especially the Oromos, who surround the
 city and its people on all sides. The name Adare is undoubtedly an old
 historical name for the semitic-speaking Muslim people, who, before the
 middle of the sixteenth century, used to live in a much larger area in the
 highlands of Harar. The Harari s call themselves Gesù* "the people of the
 city their language, Gesinan , "the language of the city"; and describe
 their one-city culture as 'ge'ada' -the "way of life of the city." The
 appellation "of the city" gained currency probably after the middle sixteenth
 century following the repeated cataclysm that devastated the Adare people
 and reduced the land they controlled to a town exerting little influence
 beyond its walls, deprived of its historical functions and thrown back on
 its own resources.

 The Adare lost much of the flower of their manhood in the first jihad
 (1529-1543) and the rest in the second (1552-1567). The arrival of pastoral
 Oromo in the vicinity of the city in 1559 and the catastrophic drought of
 the following year, with all its attendant consequences--pesti lence, famine
 and epidemic diseases- all served to reduce drastically the size of the
 Adare population. It was only the wall, built by the far-sighted Amir Nur,
 which saved the Adare people from passing into historical oblivion. The
 wall proved an impregnable fortress against the Oromo cavalry, while the
 land beyond the wall became a distant land for the surviving Adare people,
 who eventually adopted the name that reflected the small limit of their
 world. Within the wall, the Gesù , "the people of the city", maintained a
 very strong and proud identity, supported by Islamic ideology, commerce,
 and a rich urban culture. The proud and resilient Gesù identity and their
 social organization was and still is based on three key institutions.
 These are Ahli, "the family network," Marinuet , the "friendship group" and
 Afooha , the "community organisations" (p. 7). Through these institutions
 each Gesù is ultimately tied to every other Gesù and closely tied to a
 great many. Of the three institutions, it is Afooha which is the subject
 of the important monograph by Drs. Koehn and Waldron-Maxwel 1 .

 The book embodies the results of many months of fieldwork in Harar
 carried out from 1962-64, and in the summers of 1975 and 1977 by Waldron-
 Maxwell and in 1969 and 1971 by Koehn. Dr. Waldron-Maxwel 1 has already
 contributed greatly to the study of Gesù society and their unique old
 city through many works and his excellent Ph.D. dissertation Social Organ-
 ization and Social Control in the Walled City of Harar, Ethiopia (1974,
 Columbia University) is of particular value. What makes the present book
 especially interesting and significant is the fact that it focusses on
 the responses of Harari Afocha when faced with internal and external
 pressures to adopt new procedures, functions and relations with local
 government institutions during the waning years of Hai le Selassie's rule
 (p. 3).

 The Afocha are concerned with attending to the important symbolic and
 ceremonial needs of the Harari at times of weddings and also served the
 critical integrating functions of bringing together persons from different
 families and friendship groups in the city. Membership in the Afocha
 assures each adult Gesù that his or her ceremonial needs will be attended
 to and its cost shared. Since membership of the Afocha is sex-distinct
 (adult males join men's Afocha and adult women join women's groups (p. 29))
 27 men's Afocha and 14 women's Afocha spread across the old city. "Afocha
 are composed of citizens from all occupations and all degrees of wealth
 and social status. They are strongly egalitarian in ideology and practice.
 Rich and poor deal with one another in meetings as equals" (p. 31). This
 probably acts as a dam that checks the flow of class conflict within Afocha ,
 providing an atmosphere of social solidarity which creates an effective form
 of social control within the old city.
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 The authors outline briefly the economic and social pressures which
 put a strain on the stability of Gesù society and discuss two institutional
 responses developed in the 1970s to cope with the situation.

 Another and still more interesting result of this study is that the
 book deals with a rapid succession of events which are transforming the
 economic landscape of Gesù society. After the overthrow of Hai le Selassie
 in September, 1974, the military government of Ethiopia nationalized all
 rural lands in 1975, a measure which affected many Gesù landowners econom-
 ically. This was later followed by the nationalization of all urban lands
 and extra houses, which again affected many more Gesù. The political
 turmoil of 1976 and the Ethio-Somali war of 1977 confounded the mounting
 difficulties of Gesù society. In the authors' view "the survival of
 traditional association hinges on the ability of the people of the city to
 preserve their identity and social cohesiveness in the face of the growing
 external political and economic pressures and internal and external social
 turmoil" (p. 91). They are not, however, unaware that the economic and
 political difficulties since 1975 have led to the migration of large
 numbers of Gesù to other places of safety, security and good economic
 prospects. This process has already altered dramatically the life of Gesù
 people in the old city.

 Finally, this interesting and useful book is not only a good contribution
 to the study of Gesù, but also offers food for thought for those who are
 unacquanited with the far-reaching social turmoil in present-day Ethiopia.
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